A USB Flash Drive is required for every computer course.

**RCL 22**
**Adobe CS6™ Beginner:**
Illustrator, Photoshop, and InDesign | $150
---
Tue 6:45-9:45pm
April 14-June 16
This is a basic course for beginners and covers an introduction to the three main programs of Adobe’s Creative Suite™. You will gain an understanding of the similarities, differences, capabilities and how best to use the elements in producing beautifully designed print and/or digital communication pieces.

**Prerequisite:** Basic computer knowledge.

**RCL 38**
**Adobe Photoshop™ Introduction** | $150
---
Wed 6:45-9:45pm
April 15-June 17
Adobe Photoshop™ is a retouching and image-editing program. This course introduces Photoshop’s extensive toolbox and covers scanning, image transformation, and preparing files for export and printing. Ideal for people with digital cameras.

**Prerequisite:** Basic computer knowledge.

**RCL 39**
**Getting Started with Computers** | $150
---
Thur 6:45-9:45pm
April 16-June 18 OR
Sat 10am-1:45pm
April 25-June 20
For absolute beginners, learn the basic elements of a Microsoft Windows™ equipped PC. Includes terminology and recommendations for an effective computer configuration.

**RCL 41**
**Computers for Mature Adults** | $150
---
Sun 10am-1:45pm
Apr 26-June 21
This course is designed for adults, 50 or older, who want to learn about computers. Through patient hands-on instruction, adults will explore Windows™ and learn about software packages.

**RCL 44**
**Computers for Mature Adults Intermediate NEW!** | $150
---
Thur 6:45-9:45pm
April 16-June 18
This course is designed specifically for adults, 50 or older, who have previously taken RCL39 or RCL41. This course will cover tablets and smart phones in addition to computers and internet usage.

**RCL 47**
**Flash Animation** | $150
---
Tue 6:45-9:45pm
April 14-June 16
Use the Flash vector-based application to create Web animation that downloads quickly. Learn techniques for drawing and tracing. Explore overlays, frames, layers, symbols, masks, motion tweening, motion guides and color effects.

**Prerequisite:** Basic computer knowledge.

**RCL 59**
**Getting Started with Web Design** | $150
---
Wed 6:45-9:45pm
April 15-June 17
Learn how to create your own web page. Learn about incorporating images and text as well as how to use and register your domain name.

**Prerequisite:** Basic computer knowledge.

**RCL 63**
**Mobile Apps Programming NEW!** | $150
---
Sun 10am-1:45pm
Apr 26-June 21
Students will learn how to create their own basic mobile applications for laptops, iOS and Androids by building mobile application content utilizing HTML, CSS and JavaScript and jQuery.

**Prerequisite:** Basic computer knowledge.

**RCL 65**
**Internet Security NEW!** | $150
---
Thur 6:45-9:45pm
April 16-June 18
This course will help you navigate the web and the digital world at large, safely. Topics covered include wireless security, email scams, phishing, online safety, computer viruses, and other cyber threats that internet users face daily.

**Prerequisite:** Basic computer knowledge.